As a structural class, tight turns can control molecular recognition, enzymatic activity, and 11 nucleation of folding. They have been extensively characterized in soluble proteins but have not 12 been characterized in outer membrane proteins (OMPs), where they also support critical 13 functions. We clustered the 4-6 residue tight turns of 110 OMPs to characterize the phi/psi 14 angles, sequence, and hydrogen bonding of these structures. We find significant differences 15 between reports of soluble protein tight turns and OMP tight turns. Since OMP strands are less 16 twisted than soluble strands they favor different turn structures types. Moreover, the membrane 17 localization of OMPs yields different sequence hallmarks for their tight turns relative to soluble 18 protein turns. We also characterize the differences in phi/psi angles, sequence, and hydrogen 19 bonding between OMP extracellular loops and OMP periplasmic turns. As previously noted, the 20 extracellular loops tend to be much longer than the periplasmic turns. We find that this 21 difference in length is due to the broader distribution of lengths of the extracellular loops not a 22 φ /ψ regions for hydrogen bonding. 35
large difference in the median length. Extracellular loops also tend to have more charged 23 residues as predicted by the charge-out rule. Finally, in all OMP tight turns, hydrogen bonding 24 between the sidechain and backbone two to four residues away plays an important role. These 25 bonds preferentially use an Asp, Asn, Ser or Thr residue in a beta or pro phi/psi conformation. 26
We anticipate that this study will be applicable to future design and structure prediction of 27 OMPs. 28 29 Keywords: loops; beta barrels/β-barrels; reverse turns; β -turns; α -turns; π -turns. 30
Highlights: 31
• The tight turns of OMPs differ structurally and sequentially from soluble proteins. 32
• Soluble and OMP turn differences are from constraints of the β -barrel and membrane. 33
• Different twists in OMP and soluble β -strands results in different turn types. 34
• OMP turns use D,N,S, and T residues in the B or P 48 Because of their importance in folding nucleation and their utility in molecular recognition, the 49 tight turns of globular proteins have been well-characterized. With just 4 residues, β-turns are 50 the most well-described of the tight turn lengths [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Five-residue tight turns (α-turns) and six-51 residue tight turns (π-turns) have also been well characterized [12] [13] [14] . 52 53 Though the tight turns of outer membrane proteins have not yet been characterized, the utility of 54 tight turns is no less prominent in outer membrane proteins than it is in soluble proteins. In the 55 outer membrane, tight turns have been shown to control channel gating [15] [16] [17] , receptor 56 binding [18] [19] [20] , outer membrane protein insertion [21] and possibly initiate outer membrane 57 protein folding in vitro [22] . 58 59 Outer membrane proteins share the antiparallel β-barrel fold. Because of the homogeneity of 60 this topology, almost all connections between β-strands in the barrel fall into the category of 61 tight turns with a small percentage making longer plug domains. In outer membrane β-barrels 62 4 (OMBBs), tight turns on the extracellular side of the membrane are called 'loops' and the tight 63 turns on the periplasmic side of the membrane are called 'turns' (Fig 1A, inset) . We will refer to 64 the general category of tight turns in OMBBs as 'strand connectors' to avoid confusion that tight 65 turns might only refer to those connectors on the periplasmic side. 66
67
In this study, we categorize the tight turns/strand connectors of OMBBs to determine what the 68 distribution of structures are, what amino acids create those structures, and what types of 69 hydrogen bonding impart stability to this fold. For strand connectors with lengths from 4-6 70 residues, we clustered them into groups based on the phi/psi angles of the non-terminal 71 residues. We then describe these structural clusters with respect to structural composition, 72 sequence composition, and hydrogen bonding preferences. We find different preferred structure 73 types in the strand connectors of OMBBs than in the tight turns of soluble proteins. Moreover, 74 we find different preferred amino acid compositions in these clusters. We anticipate that a 75 thorough understanding of OMBB strand connectors will enable protein design to yield better 76 folded and more functional OMBBs. 77 5 78
III. Results

79
A.
Length-Specific Trends 80 From our outer membrane protein dataset of 110 proteins, we identified 779 extracellular loops 81 and 688 periplasmic turns. We then rejected any incomplete strand connectors and turns that 82 formed plugs or large periplasmic structures. 81% of the incomplete strand connectors were 83 extracellular loops. As a result, this leaves 663 extracellular loops and 654 periplasmic turns. 84 85
Figure 1.Comparison of distribution of loop lengths and turn lengths.
Loop data are shown in red bars, turn data shown in blue bars. Distributions exclude excluding incomplete structures and turns with extensive secondary structure. A) Left: distribution of strand connector lengths. Right: The structure of OmpA (PDB: 2GE4) is shown with the membrane-bound region approximated by the blue and red lines. B) The proportion of PDBs in our dataset that contain a strand connector of each length. C) The average number of residues in the strand connectors grouped by the number of strands per chain per barrel.
6
A characteristic difference between periplasmic turns and extracellular loops is that the 86 extracellular loops are longer [23]. This difference is so stark that one can visually determine the 87 directional topology of an OMBB using this rule for almost all OMBB crystal structures. By 88 graphing the strand connector lengths, we see that the mode of the two groups are similar while 89 the distributions are different ( Fig 1A) . Turns have a mode of four amino acids and loops have a 90 mode of 5 amino acids. More than half the loops contain 10+ residues while 96% of the turns 91 are shorter than 10 residues. Like the overall lengths, the distribution of loops within PDBs is 92 much wider than that of turns ( Fig 1B) ; more than 80% of the PDBs in the data set contain a 4-93 residue turn while nearly 60% contain a loop with 20 or more residues. All barrels, regardless of 94 the number of strands, have approximately the same average turn length ( Fig 1C) . In contrast, 95 the loop lengths are less homogeneous with the longest loops observed in the 16-,18-, and 22-96 stranded barrels. For further categorization we refined the strand connectors to the groups of 4-97 6 residues. We find 510 turns (65% of all turns) of 4-6 residues and 177 loops (26% of all loops) 98 of 4-6 residues. 99
100
To determine whether the sequence content of the loops differed from the turns, we permuted 101 the assignment of each sequence as loop or turn and calculated the sum of the differences 102 between amino acids at each position (see Methods). We find that when all positions are 103 considered for each length, the amino acid content of the loops and turns are different (p ≈ 104 1x10 -4 , p ≈ 0, p ≈ 0 for the 4-, 5, and 6-residue strand connectors respectively). 105 106 1.
4-residue strand connectors 107
By far the largest population of strand connectors are the 4-residue strand connectors. In our 108 dataset, the 4-residue turns (n=264) and loops (n=50) are distributed into 5 clusters (Fig 2A) . 109
Cluster median angles and representative loops and turns are shown in Table S2 . Of these five 110 7 clusters of strand connectors, four of these belong to the nine canonical tight turn types for 111 soluble proteins [11] . However, five of the canonical soluble strand connector types are never 112 seen in our data. More than 80% of soluble protein four-residue tight turns are connected by 113 type I' or type II' turns [10, 24]; however, just 58% of loops and 39% of turns in our data fall into 114 these two types ( Fig 3A) . 115 116
Figure 2. Four residue strand connectors A)
Clustering of the 4-residue loops and turns of OMBBs. Loops are shown with a diamond; turns are represented with circles. The plus symbols mark four of the previously defined ideal turn types I, II, I', and II' as noted by Guruprasad and Rajkumar (2000) . Green: type I; orange: type I'; purple: type II; yellow: type II'; red: unknown; black: no cluster. B) Representative example of each cluster, colored as in A. The red cluster has terminal positions spaced more widely apart than the other four canonical tight turn types. C and D) Sequence logos for the 4-residue strand connectors. Each position is shown as a column; the number of sequences in a cluster is shown in the subtitle. Amino acid groupings are described in the methods. C) Sequence logos for the 4-residue loops. D) Sequence logos for the 4-residue turns.
8
In addition to the type I, II, I', and II' strand connectors, we identified a new cluster (red, Fig 2A) 117 which was previously unknown. This novel strand connector type is only observed in the turns, 118 comprising 18% of these structures. The terminal residues of this cluster of strand connector are 119 somewhat wider apart with an average distance of 7.8Å compared to the average distance of 120 the other 4-residue strand connectors at 5.3Å ( Figure 2B ). 121
122 Each cluster we found shows specific amino acid preferences at each position of the strand 123 connector ( Fig 2C, 2D) . To determine whether the amino acid composition of each cluster was 124 statistically different from the other clusters, we permuted the assignment of the sequences to 125
Figure 3. Comparisons between 4-residue OMBB strand connectors and 4-residue soluble protein tight turns. A and B) Comparison of the β-hairpins surveyed in Sibanda et al (1985) compared to the hairpins of OMBBs. A)
Proportion of each of the 5 different types of 4-residue strand connectors observed in the OMBBs compared to those of the analogous 4-residue tight turns of soluble hairpins. "Other" refers to tight turns that do not fall into any of the other canonical β-turn types. B) Kernel density estimator of the twist of the hairpins connected by 4-residue tight turns in soluble proteins and in OMBBs. C) Statistically significant differences between Guruprasad and Rajkumar (2000, abbreviated G&R) and the OMBB clusters based on a permutation test. White blocks indicate no significant difference; pale purple blocks indicate a significant difference of zero between the proportion of of amino acid in the OMBB vs G&R. The remainder of the colored blocks indicate a statistically significant difference between the two. Red blocks have a higher propotion in OMBBs, indicating a preference in OMBBs, while blue blocks are have a higher proportion in G&R, indicating a preference in G&R. The amino acid groupings are defined in the methods. the clusters (see Methods) separately within the loops and within the turns. We find that the 126 amino acid composition of most of the 4-residue turn clusters are statistically different from each 127 other while most of the 4-residue loop clusters are not statistically different from each other 128 (Table S1) The tendencies of the central residues are cluster-dependent. Though the OMBB strand 146 connectors are high in glycine they are less glycine rich than the soluble tight turns. 147 148 2.
5-residue strand connectors 149
The 5-residue loops (n=72) and turns (n=135) fall into 10 different clusters ( Fig 4A) in contrast to 150 only five clusters for the 4-residue strand connectors. This doubling of clusters is due to the 151 divergence of structural similarity between the loop and turn clusters in the five-residue strand 152 connectors. We have named the clusters using the phi/psi notation previously devised [27] for 153 the central positions ( Fig 4A) . While four of five 4-residue clusters are the same between turns 154 and loops, only two 5-residue clusters are shared by turns and loops (AAL -blue and PLD -155 purple, Fig 4A) . Cluster median angles and representative loops and turns are shown in Table  156 S3. The largest turn cluster is the BAD cluster (orange, Fig 4A) , which accounts for nearly 33% 157 of the turns. The largest loop cluster is the PLD cluster (purple, Fig 4A) with 28% of the strand 158 connectors. Amino acid content of most clusters is significantly different from the content of 159 other clusters as determined by a permutation test (Table S1 ). 160 161 Unlike the 4-residue strand connectors, for which four of the five clusters have been previously 162 documented, the clusters of 5-residue strand connectors of OMBBs show greater variation from 163 previous reports of soluble tight turns. 15 clusters are described for soluble proteins covering 164 80% of the tight turns observed [28] . Of these, only four -AAA, AAL (called AAa), BAD (called 165 BAA), and GAD (called pAA) -map to any of the 5-residue strand connector clusters we identify. 166
These previously identified structures encompass just 38% of our structures. Therefore, it is 167 difficult to calculate any sequence similarity between the OMBB strand connectors and the 168 strand connectors of soluble proteins. 169 11 170
6-residue strand connectors 171
Like the 4-and 5-residue strand connectors, we find differences in sequence and structure 172 between 6-residue loops (n=55) and 6-residue turns (n=111). Cluster median angles and 173 representative loops and turns are shown in Table S4 . Of the 7 clusters we identified, only one 174 cluster (green, Fig 5A) is shared between the loops and the turns, accounting for 44% of the 175 loops and 19% of the turns. The other 6-residue clusters contain only turns; the ADAD (blue, Fig  176   5A ) cluster is the largest turn cluster with 21% of the structures. We find that the amino acid 177 content within most clusters is statistically different than the other clusters as determined by a 178 permutation test (Table S2) 13 These 6-residue structural clusters show some similarity to previously described soluble tight 181 turns [13] with 2 of the 9 reported soluble tight turn types appearing in our OMBB strand 182 connector clusters. These two structure types comprise 30% of our total OMBB strand 183 connectors. Specifically, the shared clusters are APBL (AEEa) and AAAL/ AADL(AAAa, green). 184
However, the small number of counts with 30% overlap is not enough to compare sequence 185 similarity between soluble and membrane proteins at any level of statistical significance. The lack of terminal position backbone-backbone hydrogen bonding is likely because of the 203 longer distance between these two amino acids. The 5-residue loops and turns generally only 204 have a single hydrogen bond between the terminal residues, consistent with previously 205 14 observed patterns [24] , but this can vary widely from cluster to cluster. For example, nearly 90% 206 of the structures in the LLD cluster (pink, Fig S2) and 80% of the PLD cluster (purple, Fig S2) 207 have double hydrogen bonds, while the BAD (orange, Fig S2) and AAL (blue, Fig S2) clusters 208 only contain a single hydrogen bond. In the six-residue strand connectors, approximately 80-209 90% of the LLLA turn cluster (red, Fig S2) and AADL loop (green, Fig S2) cluster have double 210 hydrogen bonds. The equivalent green turn cluster AAAL (also green, Fig S2) In our strand connectors, backbone-backbone hydrogen bonding patterns also exist outside the 217 terminal amino acids. In fact, these bonds are especially common in the 5-and 6-residue strand 218 connectors, which show more variable patterns of bonding than the 4-residue strand 219 connectors. In the 4-residue strand connectors more than a third (35% of turns and 42% of 220 loops) of the structures contain a bond between the carbonyl oxygen of the i position and the 221 backbone nitrogen of the i+2 residue (abbreviated i O:i+2 N); this is most common in the type II' 222 and type II strand connectors. In the 5-and 6-residue strand connectors, the carbonyl oxygen of 223 the first position most often hydrogen bonds to residues that are two to four positions away (i 224 O:i+2 N through i+4 N). Like terminal bonding, these patterns can be heavily dependent on the 225 particular cluster; for example, the 5-residue PLD (purple, Fig S2) and PLL (brown, Fig S2) 6A, R 2 = 0.686). These side chains tend to hydrogen bond with the oxygen or nitrogen of 236 backbones that are two to three positions towards the C-terminus from them (47% of sidechain-237 backbone hydrogen bonds; Fig 6C) . In rare cases the side chains form hydrogen bonds with 238 backbones that are 4 positions away from them (4.9% of sidechain-backbone hydrogen bonds) 239 or that are towards the N-terminus (17.6% of sidechain-backbone hydrogen bonds). very few amino acids can access these regions. The right-hand side is divided into the G and L 250 regions as previously shown ( Fig 4A) . Just Asp, Asn and Gly are capable of occupying these 251 regions [29] . We find that strand connector positions that occupy the G or L region are enriched 252 in Gly, Asp, and Asn (Fig 7) . Positions that fall into the G region contain more than 70% Gly 253 residues (Fig 7, left bars) . The L region is more equally distributed between these three amino 254 acids (Fig 7, right bars) , containing approximately 1/3 Gly residues in both the loops and turns 255 and nearly 14% Asn. However, the loops contain a higher proportion of Asp than the turns likely 256 because of the charge out rule [30] . negative amino acids; terminal positions have ~10% charged residues, while the nonterminal 265 positions contain nearly three times the charged residues. Finally, there is an absence of proline 266 residues due to the β-strand nature of these positions. All three of these features reflect these 267 positions' secondary structure and their frequent localization in the membrane. 268
IV. Discussion
269
Here we document structural, sequence and hydrogen bonding trends of strand connectors in 270
OMBBs and compare those trends to the trends of tight turns in soluble proteins. We find 271 preferences in structure, sequence, and hydrogen bonding for loops and turns of strand 272 connectors in OMBB. We have compared loops to turns and structures from soluble proteins 273 with structures from OMBBs to better understand the characteristics of the strand connectors in 274
OMBBs. 275
276
In OMBBs we find that extracellular loops have a much broader distribution of lengths than the 277 periplasmic turns. The mode length of a periplasmic turn is 4 amino acids and the mode length 278 of an extracellular loop is 5 amino acids. However, because of the broad distribution of the loops 279 we see much better representation of turns in the 4-, 5-and 6-residue length and therefore see 280 more turn cluster types for each structure length. 281 282 Upon clustering the 4-, 5-and 6-residue strand connectors, we find that the longer the strand 283 connector the more difficult it is to identify clusters. Of the 4-residue strand connectors, just 6% 284 were outliers and did not fall into a cluster, while this proportion grows quickly to 24% outliers in 285 the 5-residue strand connectors and 34% outliers in the 6-residue strand connectors. Lengths of 286 7 or more residues do not have sufficiently large populations to identify clusters. This is likely 287 related to the greater number of permutations available. With 6 regions of Ramachandran space 288 19 ( Fig 4A) , a four-residue strand connector has 6 4 possible combinations, a six-residue strand 289 connector has 6 6 combinations, although not all of these combinations would be sterically 290 possible. 291 292 A.
Comparison of OMBB strand connectors to soluble protein tight 293 turns. In comparing 4-residue soluble tight turns and OMBB strand connectors we find that there is a 302 different distribution of structure type. Specifically, soluble tight turns most commonly contain 303 the type I' and type II' tight turns [10, 24] followed by type I tight turns [26] . In contrast, we find 304 that in OMBBs strand connectors contain 20-30% each of the type I, type II' and our newly 305 described red cluster, typed BA based on its Ramachandran regions ( Fig 4A) . The difference in 306 turn type distribution is likely a result of the difference in twist distribution. Extreme twist favors 307 the type I' and type II' turn types. OMBBs have a more homogeneous and less extreme twist 308 which allows the more even distribution of tight turns we observe in the OMBBs. 309 310 Although we find differences between 4-residue strand connectors in soluble and OMBB 311 proteins, the bigger differences are found in the bigger strand connector structures where we 312 observe almost completely different sets of structures compared to the soluble proteins [13, 28] . 313 20 Even in a survey specifically of soluble β-hairpins, half of the 5-residue turns are defined as ADL 314
[24], which isn't a cluster we observe in the OMBB strand connectors. In OMBBs strand connectors are involved in molecular recognition, channel gating, and 342 membrane insertion. Here we find differences in sequence, structure, and hydrogen bonding 343 between OMBB strand connectors and previously characterized soluble tight turns. We also 344 compared periplasmic turns and extracellular loops of OMBBs and find differences between 345 these two groups. 346
347
Most of the differences between OMBB strand connectors and soluble tight turns originate from 348 the sequence constraints imposed by the membrane or the structure constraints imposed by the 349 beta barrel fold. OMBB beta-strands are less twisted than soluble beta-strands which correlates 350 with a difference in the distribution of previously described tight turn types that they can access. 351
We find differences in sequence that are affected by localization in or near the membrane, e.g. 352 more membrane proximal positions have a higher proportion for non-polar and aromatic amino 353 acids. We also find sequence differences that are rooted in the structural differences because 354 different backbone angles favor different amino acid identities. Finally, the hydrogen bonding 355 preferences that we find are a product of both the sequence and structural components-356 backbone-backbone hydrogen bonding is dependent on structure type, but side chain to 357 backbone hydrogen bonding is favored by Asn, Asp, Thr, and Ser residues in the beta or pro 358 phi/psi regions. 359 360 22
The differences between OMBB loops and turns are more subtle. Many are linked to the 361 different distribution of sizes of these structures though the underlying reason for this difference 362 in size remains unclear. 363
364
We anticipate that this data could next be used to benchmark the various loop building and loop 365 prediction software options for better application to outer membrane proteins. Function in these 366 loops could be correlated to maintenance or divergence from the common structures and 367 sequences. Ultimately, we hope the delineation of outer membrane protein tight turn hallmarks 368 will lead to the design outer membrane proteins with novel functions. 369
VI. Methods
370
A.
Loop Definitions 371 Our set of loops was extracted from the previously described set of 110 OMBBs at <50% 372 sequence identity [31] . All amino acids were categorized by their phi/psi values. β-sheet amino 373 acids were defined to have psi angles between -100° and 50° and the phi angles less than -374 100° for single-chain barrels and < -90° for multi-chain barrels. We also included amino acids 375 with phi angles >0° and psi angles >150° as β-sheet amino acids. 376
377
To determine the strands, a combination of hydrogen bonding and a pattern of β-sheet residues 378 was used. Because hydrogen bonds are often observed in loops of various lengths, DSSP 379 definitions [34] were checked at the ends of each possible strand to ensure we hadn't over-or 380 under-extended the strand; residues defined as hydrogen-bonded turns (type "T") were 381 removed from strands while residues defined as extended strand (type "E") were added. 382
Following the convention for tight turns connecting soluble β-strands, loops were defined as the 383 residues between the last residue of one strand and the first residue of the next strand, 384 23 inclusively [10], regardless of the presence of any secondary structures. Because we are 385 surveying OMBBs, we will refer to periplasmic tight turns as turns and extracellular tight turns as 386 loops. Each OMBB contributes n/2 loops and (n/2)-1 turns where n is the number of strands in 387 the barrel. This results in 779 loops and 688 turns for a total of 1458 strand connectors. 388
Incomplete strand connectors and turns that formed plugs or large periplasmic structures were 389 removed leaving 663 extracellular loops and 654 periplasmic turns. 390
391
The twist of strands was calculated using the definition of Murzin et al, 1994 [35] , in which the 392 twist is the dihedral angle between two residues in adjacent strands connected by a backbone 393 hydrogen bond. The vectors are formed by four residues on two strands-two on each strand. 394
On the first strand, we define the first residue. The second residue is the residue preceding the 395 first residue on the peptide chain. On the second strand we define the residue hydrogen-bound 396 to the first residue on the neighboring strand as the third residue. The fourth reside is the next 397 residue on the peptide strand from the third residue. Together, the four residues form a U-398 shape. Within an OMBB, the neighboring strand can either be defined as the previous strand or 399 the next strand. This results in two twist angles for each pair of residues -a forwards-looking 400 and reverse-looking angle. Since the kernel density estimates of the distribution are similar, the 401 data shown here uses the previous strand as the neighboring strand. 402 403 B.
Strand Connector Analysis
404
Strand connectors with missing residues in the structure file were designated as incomplete and 405 excluded from further analysis. There are 143 incomplete strand connectors; just 27 of these 406 are turns. We also excluded turns with more than 20 amino acids that contained more than two 407 contiguous regions of 5+ residues classified as E, H or G by DSSP. This removed intra-barrel 408 plug domains and the long periplasmic helices found in the efflux pumps such as TolC. 409 24 410 Strand connectors were then sorted by length and the strand connectors of 4-6 residues were 411 analyzed further. We used the sum of the chord distances between the phi/psi angles of the 412 central, non-terminal residues to cluster each strand connector length in a similar fashion to 413 Comparison of different groups 439 Permutation tests with n=10,000 were performed by permuting group assignments of 440 sequences to determine whether two groups of strand connectors were different. For each pair 441 of groups, we calculated the sum of the differences between each amino acid at each position 442 (Eq 1), where AA 1 and AA 2 represent the proportion of the same amino acid in two groups, i is 443 the first position within the strand connector, and n is length of the loop. 444
Permutation tests were performed to determine whether the amino acid composition of loops 445 and turns of each length were statistically different (p<= 0.05) and to determine if the individual 446 amino acid composition of clusters of a length and type were different from each other. For the 447 differences between clusters, p-values <= 0.05 were considered statistically significant with a 448
Holm-Bonferonni correction to minimize false positives. 449
450
To compare the loops to the turns, the assignment of strand connector type was permuted. For 451 comparison of the Guruprasad and Rajkumar (2000) data, the amino acids within each position 452 was permuted rather than the sequences and the sum differences were calculated as above. To 453 determine whether the clusters within a strand connector type and length differed, the 454 assignment of structures to a cluster were permuted. Finally, to determine if the distribution of 455 twists in the soluble beta-hairpins differs from the twist of OMBBs, we permuted the assignment 456
of soluble or OMBB (n = 10,000) and calculated the shared area under the resulting histograms 457 with a bin size of 10°. 458 459 E.
Determination of hydrogen bonding 460 For each atom within each residue of each strand connector, possible hydrogen bonding was 461 considered for any atom within +-3 residues of the loop, inclusive. Within this distance-cut off, a 462 geometry-based definition was used to determine whether two atoms (atom1 and atom2) could 463 be hydrogen-bonded. The definition relies on the definition of two 'previous atoms', one to each 464 of the other two atoms of interest. For the backbone nitrogen, the previous atom was set to the 465 C α ; for the C α , the previous atom was set to the backbone nitrogen. 466 467 Three conditions are necessary for two atoms to be considered hydrogen-bonded. First, the 468 angle formed by atom1, atom2, and the previous atom to which atom2 was bonded (with atom2 469 at the center) is > 90°. Secondly, the angle formed by atom2, atom1, and the previous atom to 470 which atom1 was bonded (with atom1 at the center) is also > 90°. Finally, the distance between 471 atom1 and atom2 must be ≤ 4A. Hydrogen atoms and all carbon atoms (except the C α ) were 472 excluded from consideration. 473 
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